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Abstract
This paper investigates the susceptibility of FX spot markets to limit order submission strategies that are either intended to create a false impression of the state of the market ("spoof orders") or to extract hidden information in the market ("ping orders"). Using a complete limit order book dataset from iEBS, we study currency pairs that have mature algorithmic markets (EUR/USD and USD/JPY), as well as other G10 and emerging market currencies where EBS is used as a secondary electronic trading platform (EUR/SEK, USD/RUB and USD/TRY). Our results, indicating that EUR/USD and USD/JPY are highly sensitive to information-rich orders, suggest that spoofing tactics might be more dependent on the chosen electronic trading venue, rather than the overall market liquidity of the currency pairs. Furthermore, we find widespread adoption of pinging tactics in the EUR/SEK and USD/RUB markets.
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